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DECISION
and

DIRECTION OF ELECTION

On February 1, 1995, the Brotherhood of Municipal Employees (the
Petitioner) filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (thz
Labor Board) a representation petition pursuant to Section 7-471(l)  of the
Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act) alleging that the following
employees of the City of Bridgeport (the City) wish to be represented by
Petitioner for purposes of collective bargaining:

All Attendants, Operators, Maintenance Employees at
the Sewage Treatment Plants of the.City  of Bridgeport.

(Ex. 1)

.

This group of employeed the Petitioner seeks to represent will be referred
to in this decision as "the claimed unit." These employees are currently
part of a much larger bargaining unit of over seven hundred (700) City
employees represented by the i!ational Association of Government Employees
~1-200  (NAGE). This bargaining unit, including the claimed unit within it,
will be referred to in this decision as "the existing unit."



After the requisite preliminary administrative steps had been taken,
including demonstration by the Petitioner of the required showing of

interest from employees in the claimed unit (Ex. 2), the petition was
brought before the 'Labor Board for hearings on Hay 20 and August 6, 1985.
At the  hearing, all parties were provided a full opportunity,to  adduce
evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and make argument. By
October 3, 1985, the Petitioner and NAGE had filed written post-hearing
briefs. The City took no position on the petition and did not file a brief.

The Hearing .  .

The sole issue in this case is whether the petition was timely filed.*
NAGE claims the petition was untimely filed under our rule set forth in
Wood,stock Board of Education, Decision No. 1992 (1981) and therefore should
be dismissed. The Petitioner argues that the petition was timely and an
election should be ordered among the employees in the claimed unit to
determine by whom they wish to be represented for purposes of collective .
bargaining. The City has taken no position 'on the matter.

Article 45 of'the collective bargaining agreement between NAGE and the :
City.states  as follows:

ARTICLE 45 - TEFLKIXATIOB

45.1 This Agreement shall be effective as of the first (1st)
day of July, 1982 and shall remain in full force and effect
until the thirtieth (30th) day of June, 1985. It shall be,
automatically renewed from year to year thereafter, unless
either party shall notify the other in writing not more than
one hundred fifty .(150)'days  nor less than one hundred
.twenty  (120) days prior .to  the expiration date that it ..
desires to modify this Agreement. In the event such notice
is given, negotiations shall begin not later than ninety
(90) days prior to the expiration date. In the event that
either party desires-to terminate this Agreement, written
notice must be given to the other party not less than ten
(IO) days prior to the expiration date.

(Ex. 3)

NAGE has been certified as exclusive bargaining representative for the
existing unit since December 27,  1976. City of Bridgeport, Decision No.
1440-C (1976). Since then 1IAGE  has negotiated its initial collective
bar.gainfng  agreement (which expjred June 30, 1979) and two successor col-
le.ctive  bargaining agreements, the last of which covered the period July 1,
1982 to June 30, 1985. Bach  of these collective bargaining agreements have
contained Article 45 as set forth above. Notwithstanding the requirements
of Article 45, NAGE has by agreement with the City requested and begun
negotiations in the December or January preceding expiration of the
collective bargaining agreement then in effect. This deviation from the
requirements of Article 45 was not clearly shown to have been generally'

. known to the members of the existing unit. . .

* No objection was raised to the appropriateness of the bargaining unit
claimed by the Petitioner.
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In October, November and-December, 1984, NAGE solicited proposals from
the existing unit for renegotiation of the collective bargaining agreement
scheduled to expire June 30,  1995. No specific notification was given to
the existing unit of when !IXZS would requegt.renegotiation  of the City or
actually begin such negotiations. .

By letter dated DeceaSer  27,  1984, NAGE requested that the City begin
negotiations for a successor collective bargaining agreement. There was no
notice given to the bargaining unit that this letter had been sent.
January 1985,  NAGE trans&,

During
+ted  bargaining proposals to the City for a

successor collective bargaining agreement.

On February 1, 1985, the Petitioner filed its representation petition
with the Labor Board.

Discussion .

.In  Woodstock Board of Education, supra,. we set forth our rule for when
a petition to decertify.or  change  barg-g  representative is timely. This
is the period between the incumbent union's sending of notification to the
.employer  of intent to renegotiate and the beginning of actual negotiations.
When the incumbent union notifies the employer of its intent to renegotiate,
the window period for filing a petition opens and remains open for a minimum
period of thirty days. If the incumbent union does not begin negotiations
with the employer (by submitting bargaining proposals) during,the  minimum
thirty-day period, the window period remains open until negotiations do
begin.

However, under our Woodstock rule,
negotiations will trigger the

the incumbent union's request for
running of the minimum thirty day period only

if that union has publicized its act of dispatching notice to the employer
in such a way that bargaining unit members know or have reason to know of
the dispatch. ,This aspect of our rule and the reasons for it were described
as follows in Woodstock: .

This brings us to the question of when a window‘period
begins. In our previous cases we have taken the date of a
union's letter of notification. . ..we find this to be an
appropriate date but it poses a difficulty. 'Union letters
are often sent by representatives of the international or
parent union and there is no assurance that the membership -
of the local union is made  aware of tiiat  event. No doubt
the law of agency will inpute the representative's 'knowledge
to the membership so far as third parties are concerned.

. But a decertification  petition is primarily an internal
affair wherein the representative  and the membership stand
in positions of antagonism to each other. The representa-
tive wants to hold on to the membership for his union: the
membership wants to get out of it. Under these circum-
stances we find that the importance of a reasonable window
period requires the union to show not only that the notifi-
cation was sent but that the membership of the local union
either knew or had reason to know that the union was
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initiating negotiations. This often appears. The repre-
sentative, for example, often invites recommendations for
change either at a meeting or, otherw$se. And Lit is always
possible for a union to Gost  a letter of notification.' But
in some way or other the union must show that the membership ~
knew or had reason to know that negotiation was being
sought, and when, if it is to have the benefit of the
notification letter as the beginning point of:the  window
period. Otherwise that will start when such knowledge or
means of knowledge was gained.

We realize that union members generally know when con-
tracts expire and are aware of the likelihood of ba'rgaining * .
for a successor contract, but we are concerned here with the
fixing of limits on their freedom of choice - a prime

objective of the Act. We find that the protection of that
objective requires not only the setting.of  readily deter- : t
minable limits but also the assurance that in each case the
existence of the limiting event be known.or  capable of easy
knowledge by the party whose rights are to ,be limited.
.There  must be something more pointed than the vague general

. . knowledge that a contract is nearing expiration.
Woodstock, pp. 3 and:4

Under the circumstances of the present case, we find that NAGE's  December
27, 1984 request to the City for renegotiation did not trigger the running
of the minimum thirty-day period. Although the record does show that
bargaining unit members should have been aware that negotiations were coming
up because NAGE was inviting bargaining proposals during October, November
and December, NAGE never specifically informed the bargaining unit of when
it would actually request renegotiation. At the same time, the collective y
bargaining agreement specifically and expressly set forth a requirement at

Article 45  that NAGE's  notification to the City of intent to. negotiate take
place "not more than one hundred and fifty (150) days nor less than one
hundred twenty (120) days prior to the expiration date [of the Contract]"
(emphasis added). Because the contract expiration date was June 30, 1985,
Article 45 plainly required that 'the request for renegotiation be made not
earlier than February 1, 1985, or later than March 2,"4985.  This combi=
tion of not providing bargaining unit members with specific information on
when negotiat,ons  would be requested and Article 45’s clear statement that ..
such request not be made until February 1985  at the earliest, makes it
wholly unreasonable to believe that bargaining unit 'members should have
known the request would be made.,on  December 27, 1984. Accordingly, the .
De.cember 27, 1984 request cannot be considered as the beginning of the
thirty-day minimum window.period. Indeed, to rule otherwise would mean that
the window period would have closed as early .as  January 27, 1985 which was
before Article 45  even allows a request for renegotiation.

NAGE  attempts to avoid this logic by arguing that on past occasions
when contracts have been renegotiated under the same language of Article 45,

. NAGE requested negotiations in December or January and the bargaining unit
members.should  have know that. It was not shown that this fact was
generally known by the bargaining unit members. However, even if it were,
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each such occasion in the past  was an ad hoc instance of NAGE and the City-m
agreeing to make an exception to Article 45.  In the face of Article 45’s
clear requirements continuing in the Contract, there was no reliable way for
bargaining unit members to know-from one negotiation to the next that
Article 45 would again be excepted to, unless NAGE gave clear andppecific
notification to the bargaining unit. NAGE did not do so. Without such.
notification, it becomes a guessing game for bargaining unit members to
determine when the request would be made or even whether it had already been
made. This situation is. anti-ethical to our purpose in Woodstock, which was
.to  set "simple  easily recognizable bench marks 'I for determining'the window
period.

So there will be no doubt in future cases involving-these or other
parties, we hold that when a collective bargaining agreement sets forth a
tdme.period  in which renegotiation is to be requested but the request is
actually made earlier than what-is stated in the contract, the incumbent
union will have to show that it gave the bargaining unit specific and clear
notice when the negotiations were requested. If the incumbent union cannot
show that it did so, then the window period will not be allowed to begin to
run at a point in time earlier than the contract provides for notification
'of renegotiation.

Direction of Election

By,virtue  of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State
.Board  of Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is

ORDERED and DIRECTED that an election by secret ballot shall be con:
ducted  under the auspices of the Agent of the Labor Board within thirty (30)
days of the issuance hereof, among Attendants, Operators, and Maintenance
employees at the Sewage Treatment Plants of'the City of Bridgeport who were
on the payroll of the City on the date of this Decision, and who remain on
the payroll on the date of the election,, to determine whether they desire to
be represented by the Brotherhood of Municipal Employees -or- National
Association of Government Employees, RI-200 -or- Neither of Them.

CONNECTICUT STATE BCARD  OF LABOR RELATIONS

.

BY s/ Patricia V.  Low
Patricia V. Low

. . s/ Craig Shea
Craig Shea

s/ Cornelius J. Scanlon
Cornelius J. Scanlon
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- . CSBLR Decn. 92482

Case No. ME-9110

NO. 3 1 7 9 1 8

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF .
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES,

.: LOCAL Rl-200. ' : SUPERIOR COURT

. vs. : JUDICIAL DISTRICT 'OF'
!. HARTFORD-NEW BRITAIN AT

HARTFORD-

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR
RELATIONS :;! JULY 13, 1987

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION

This is an appeal, pursuant to the Uniform Administrative

Procedure Act (UAPA), from a representation decision of the

Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (SBLR). The appeal

Sas been brought by the National Association of Government ._

Employees, Local Rl-200 (plaintiff),, a labor union which had

represented some 700 employees of the defendant, City of

Bridgeport (the city), pursuant to a collective bargaining

agreement. . .



. .

On February 1, 1985, defendant Brotherhood of Municipal

t, Employees (BMW, pursuant to provisions,of  the Municipal:f
$ Employee Relations Act (MERA),.Conn. Gen. Stats. § 7-471(l),
i'
;: filed with the SBLR a representation petition. : That petition
',

i alleged that white collar employees of City sewage treatment

;i plants, who were up until that time represented for collective

I';I, bargaining by plaintiff, desired to change their labor
Ii
ii
ii

representation from plaintiff to the BMW.

iiI' On April 17, 1986, .Ifollowing the proper hearings,.'during
I'

iI Lwhich plaintiff took the position that BMW's petition was

I
i

,I untimely filed,

ii

the SBLR issued a decision on the BMW petition, .I
I

concluding therein that the petition was timely filed and i
ii
I!

Iordered that an election be conducted among the affected employees
Iii' i1;to determine whether they wanted to be represented by plaintiff, iIi
if the BMW or neither organization. Such an election was held

._
!.

.: on May 16, 1986 and the BMW was selected, over plaintiff, as ;
i

the exclusive collective bargaining representative for the

white collar, city sewage treatment plant employees. dn May 22, 1
.

1936, plaintiff filed with the SBLR objections to the election, 1
-_

for which a hearing was conducted by the SBLR on May 29,  1986. .-

The SBLR by decision dated June 26, 1986 dismissed plaintiff's 1

, election objections and certified the BMW as the exclusive. .:
' labor representative of these employees. . .

The SBLR presently moves to dismiss the appeal on the

grounds that'.its  decision is not.a reviewable, final order under

the UAPA and that plaintiff has failed to exhaust its

-2-
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administrative remedies. -.

The purpose of a motion to dismiss is to test the

jurisdiction of the court in which the action has been brought. ;

See, Practice'Book  5 142; Upson  v. State, 190 Conn. 622, 623., [

(1983).

Appeals to courts from administrative agencies exist only i

under statutory authority and a statutory right of appeal may ii
only be utilized where there has been strict compliance with

its provisions. Basilicato v. DPUC, 197 Conn. 320, 322 (1985); ,,

i Failure to comply with statutory provisions deprives the court: I
::

of subject matter jurisdiction.
.’ 1.

Rogers v. CHRO, 195 Conxi. 543...
-I. .

551-52 (1985). I
1

The present appeal has been brought pursuant to Corm.  Gen.  1

stats. S 4-183(a) which provides, in pertinent part, that

"[a] person who has exhausted all administrative remedies

available within the agency and who is .aggrieved  by a final
I
I
idecision in a contested case is entitled to judicial review . . 4'
i

Plaintiff's failure to exhaust administrative remedies I

constitute non-compliance with Conn. Gen. Stats. 5 4-183(a) and :

deprives this court of jurisdiction bver the present appeal.

and its attempt to appeal from a decision that is not fina.1
-_

The present motion to dismiss is the proper“.way  in which toI. '_ . .

raise the issue of failure to exhaust administrative remedies. .,. .
In its brief in support of its motion to dismiss, SBLR i

alleges that. it had not, at that time (6/17/86),  ruled upon

plaintiff's objections to the election. Approximately one 'week
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after the brief was prepared the SBLR, on June 26, 1986, in
.  .

decision #2482-A, dismissed plaintiff's objections to the

election and certified the BMW as the bargaining agent for the

white collar employees in question. Outstanding election'_ ._ ._
objections can no longer serve as the basis of an exhaustion

doctrine contention and need not be addressed by the court.

In any event, in the present case, the SBLR acted pursuant

to Conn. Gen. Stats. S 7-471(l)  which provides, in pertinent

part, that:

Whenever . . “. a petition has been filed .
(A) by [a] group of employees . . .
alleging that a substantial number of'
employees (i) wish to be represented

.

for collective bargaining by an employee
organization. as exclusive representative,

. the Board [SBLR] shall refer the
ieiition to its agent who shall investigate.
the petition and issue a direction of elec-
tion and conduct a secret ballot election
. . .

As regards to rights of appeal, Conn. Gen. Stats. S 7-471(4)

..provides, in pertinent part, that:

For purposes of hearings and enforcement '
of orders under sections 7-467 to 7-477,
inclusive, the board shall have the same
power and authority as it has in sections
31-107, 31-108 and 31-109, and the . . . -s .-
employee organization shall have the
right of appeal as provided therein.

Of the aforementioned sections, only 31-109(d) deals with
. . . .

appeals and it provides, in pertinent part, that "[alny person

aggrieved by a final order of the board granting or denying'

in whole or.,in  part the relief sought may obtain a review of such;

order in the superior court for the judicial district where

the unfair labor practice was alleged to have occurred. . . ."- -

(Emphasis added.)
-4-



In order to appeal under $ 31-109(d), the order appealed from

must be final and there must be an allegation of an unfair

labor practice. See, Windsor .v. Windsor Police Dept. Employees

;\ssn.,  Inc., 154 Conn. 530, 535 (1967). The Windsor case is

factually similar to the present in that it involved an

attempted direct appeal of a SBLR decision made under Corm. Gen.

Stats. S 7-471(l). In the present case, as in Windsor, there is

no allegation of an unfair labor practice (or the filing of an

unfair labor practice complaint pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stats.

s 31-107). The present SBLR decision, therefore, for the

reasons stated in Windsor, is not final. See, 154 Conn. at .:

535-38 and the cases cited therein.- None of the extra-

ordinary circumstances identified in Windsor are presented in

the present case. Id. at 537-38.-

The inquiry, however, does not end here. Windsor was

decided in 1967, some five years prior'to the enactment of the
j
I

UAPA. IThe resolution of this motion depends upon the relation- /

ship.between  the UAPA and Corm.  Gen. Stats. S 31-109(d).
I

i
The relationship between the UAPA and 5 31-109(d) -was .' I

addressed in Council #4, AFSCNE,  AFL-CIO V. Connecticut State
i

Board of Labor Relations, et al, ID.N. 114261, J.D. of Fairfield, :

Feb. 14, 1980,. Hull, J. (copy attached), a case that involved 1
i

facts virtually identical to those presented by the case at.bar. '

The court in Council #4 concluded that the‘plaintiff Union had
1
I

not exhausted its administrative'remedies  and that the SBLR's i
I
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decision to certify a bargaining unit was not a final,

appealable order. See, Council #4 at 3-4. Specifically, the

court concluded that the plaintiff Union had available to it

the process of filing an unfair labor.practice  complaint with

the SBLR and that only after the SBLR had acted on it would

its decision be final. Id.- The court finds that the present

case is substantively indistinguishable from Council $4

and that the reasoning employed therein is persuasive and
.

compelling.

SBLR's motion to dismiss is granted. S B L R ' s

certification decision isnot  .a final, appealable order.

The defendant's motion to dismiss is granted.
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NO. :’ 42 61 ..

COUNCIl,  $4, AFSCIqE, AFL-&O  :

vs. :

CONNECTICUT,STATE  BOARD OF: :
MOR RELATIONS,  ET AL :

SUPERIOR COURT  -

JUDICIALDISTRICT  OF
FAIRFIELD  AT BRIDGEPORT

FEBRU&Y  14, 1980  '

:XEIYORMlDUM  OF DECISION

I?KlJRODUCTION

The plaintiff Local 152L3 has  brought this appeal  of

a decision  of the State  Board  of Labor  Relations  pursuant

to the Uniform  Adminiktive  Procedure  Act  (UAPA),  which

provides  judicial  review  to one who "has  exhausted  all

administrative  remedies  available  within  the agency  and

who  is aggrieved  by 'a final  decision  in a contested  case."
0)

Corn.  Gen,  Statutes  Rev.  Sec.  4-183  (a). This  court  firids

that  the plaintiff  has  failed  to pursue  the administrative

remedy  available  to it and is therefore  not  entitled  to

judicial  review  at this  time. Even  if the plaintiff  union

had  exhausted  its administrative  remedies,  however,  the



racord  before :he  court does  :lot

Ot' the Connecticut State Board' Of Labor

'for the reasons set forth below, the

denied.

Accordingly,

FACTS

All municipal em$loyees  of the city of Bridgeport

have been represented as a single  bargaining unit by decision

of the Board in 1966. City of Bridgeport, Corm., State Board

of Labor Relations Decision No. 677 (1966). In 1976,  the

National Association of Municipal Employees (NAME)  filed a

petition with the Board seeking to represent  a unit consisting,
( 2.1

of what is traditionally known as white  collar workers. .

The Board  directed that an election be held to determine

whether the unit claimed by Nm.~as  an appropriate bargain-

urd3) Local  7522  moved for a rehea&ng, which motion was.

de&ed.
(4)

An election was held on November 18, 1976’  and

a unit of white collar employees was carved  out of the origin& I
bar
of %h

ainlng  unit.
is unit.

Local  7522  has appealed the Board's certiffcatFc

3. The plaintiff . LOCK 1522 may not seek
judicial  review of the State Labor .
Board's decision at this time because it
has not exhausted its administrativg  peme.dies-

.

A prerequisite to JudiciaJ.  review of agency action  is

exhaustion of all administrative remedies available within
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the agency. Corm.  Gen. Statutes Rev. Sec. 4-183  (a). The

exceptions to this well-established rule are where the%

administrative remedies available are.futile  and -adequate,

or where an appellant is challenging an agency's jurisdiction

over its claim.<  Aaron v. Conservation Commission, 40 Conn. ~ '

Law Journal No. 52, 13 at 14 (Supreme Court, June 26, 1979).

The complaint alleges that the Board's decision was in

excess of its statutory authority. It can hardly be contended '

that the Board‘exceeded  its jurisdiction in light of General

Statutes, Sec. 7-471 of the Connecticut statutes which empowers

it to determine an appropriate bargaining unit. This action '

therefore does not fall withh that jurisdictional exception .

to the exhaustion requirement.

In addition, the plaintiff has ‘not argued or proven that

existing administrative remedies are futile and inadequate.

Instead the union alleges it has exhausted all administrative

remedies apparently by having filed objections to the Labor

Board's decisions. Contrary to Local 7522's  characterization

of available agency procedures, however, there remains the

process of filing an unfair labor practice complaint with _ _

the Board for the city's .failure  to bargain with the loci

regarding the white collar employees. kaving failed to utilize '

this pmcedure, Local 1522 c.annot now seek judicial review..

- 3



it is well i;ettled that the' Board's certification of an '

appropriate bargaining unit and direction of election is
.-.

not an appealable order plirsuant  to the state's Municipal.

Employee Relations Act (HERA)  and the state's Labor Relations

Act. Rather, a final order eich may.be  appealed eventuates

only after the Board has acted on an unfair,  labor practice

complaint. Windsor v. Windsor Police Department  Emoloyees

.Assln., 154 Corm.  530, 227 A.2d.  65 .(1967); Conn. Student

Loan Foundation v. State Board of Labor Relations, Docket NO.
.

212350  (Superior Court, nartford J.D., Sept. 19, 1977),

Wright, J; American Federation of Lab= V. N.L.R.B.,.308
(5)

U.S. 401, 60  Supreme;. Court, 300, 84 L.Ed.  347 (1940).

It is clear from these decisions that an additional

administrative step, filing an unfair labor practice complaint,

is available to a union challenging the Board's cetiification  of

a rival.  union and direction of an election. The plaintiff may

not now seek to circumvent this procedure by filing  an appeal

pursuant to the UAPA.

The doctrine of exhaustion is grounded in
a policy.of  fosterlng'an  orderly process of
administrative adjudication and judicial
review in which  a reviewing court will
have.the  benefit of the agency's findings _ ..
and conclusionsl~~:aUow a party seeking
a declaratory judgment to bypass the entire
process under certain citiumatances  would
be to interject an unnecessary and potentially
confusing element into an otherwise well-
defined area of law.

- 4 -
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.
c;ot~neccl;uc  Life & iittdith  L:~s.  ;iltii'tiiiC~  ~LLL~':I.  1~.  -.‘t.-:trLiti[i,  :T;

I

< -a

Corm. ,j52, 359,  377 A.Zd  109'1  (10'77)  (.Although the court in the

Connecticut Life & Health case was addressing the issuance of a

declaratory judgment, the quoted.language  is equally applicable
-

to the case at hand.) Courts in other jurisdictions have ,denied

review of similar labor board decisions stating that review

pursuant to the administrative.prodedure  act would be available

only where an.u.nfair  labor practice complaint was first filed and

decided. Ohio Power Co. v. N.L.R.B., 164 F.2d  275 (CA 6, 1947).

'(certification is not a final order reviewable under APA);

Sullivan V. L.R.C.,96  L.R.R.M. 2530 (Mass. App-  7977)  (certificat

is not a final decision reviewable under.APA);  See also, Milk .

Drivers, Local 225 v. Wisconsin Hd.,27  L.R.R.M. 2120 .(Wisc.

Circuit Court, 19%)  (certification of rival union does.not

give rise to a contested case tider  AFA).

The plaintiff's failure to file an unfair labor practice

therefore leads this court to deny its petition for review.'

IX. Had the plahtiff  Local 7522  pursued the appropriate
adninistrative  remedy, the Board's decision would be uph

C.Si  &183(g)  of UAPA provides for the scope  of judicial.

review in an administrative appeal:

The court shall not substitute its judgmmt  for that of the
'agency as to the weight  of the evidence on questions of fact.
The court may affirm the decision of the agency -or remand
the case for further proCe8dings.  The court may r8vers8  or
modify the decision if substantial rights of appellant have
.been prejudiced because the administrative findings, inferenc

conclusions, or decisions are: (I) In violation of
constitutionti  or statutory  provisions; (2) in excess of the
statutory authority of the agency; (3) made unlauful'procedur
(4) affected by other error of law; (5) clearly erroneous
in view of the reliable, probative, and substantial evidence.
on the whole record; or (6) arbitrary or capricious or
characterized lby'&use  oszd&cretion  or clearly unwarranted
exercise of discretion

-59
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See, 3lst  Yaven 52onomic De'veiopmen~  Cwxn.  v. lkplt.

of En-Jironmental  Protection, 36 Corm. Su?p.  1 at I+,  41 Conn.

L.J. No. 27, & (SuperiorCourt, Jan. 1, 19UO), decided -

May 7, 1979; Success Village Apts. Inc. v. Local  376, 175

. . Corm. 165, 397 A.2d  85 (1978);  Wide discretion is granted

the state Board of Labor Relations in deciding'labor  matters. '

Corm.  State Board of Labor Relations v. Board of Education,

Go Corm.  L.J. No. 37, 5 at 7 (Supreme Court, March 13, 197r).

This court finds that there was substantial evidence before

the Board to uphold the election.and  certification decisions

at Issue here.

In addition, the court finds that the Board did not' .

act contrary to law by certifying N.A.M.E. as the bargaining .

unit for white collar employees. Municipal employees have a

basic statutory right to organize and to be represented by .

a union of their own choosing. Connecticut General Statute

Rev. Sec. 7-460. They must also be afforded the "fullest

freedom" in exercising this right.' Connecticut General

Statutes, Rev. Sec. '?-477. Although the history of Collective

bargaining must be considered in detenninlng  the appropriate

unit in a contested case, Peabody Coal Co;,81  L.R.R.M.,7156

(NLRB,  1972),  it is not, as plaintiff contends, the(;yle

,factor upon which  the Board must make its decision.
':. '.
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,i:?  , --_c-  .-I1 1 rt rczognizes  that th2 ?1.2.3.A.  war; enacted to create

.\nr! :a?aintain  labor peace. The Board had sufficient evidence.
before it to rule in accordance with the proposition that the

employees' right of self-determination otitweighed  bargaining

history considerations. Accordingly, this court will not

'substitute its Judgment for that of the Board.

The pl.ainti.ffrs  appeal is dismissed.

Judgment will enter accordingly.

Clark Hull, Judge

.



. i '1 1 ,;lthoudh the :.lunici;,al Employee &latLon~  Act  (i**~.?A)
also grants  a right of'judicial review oT' the Labor
aoard's  final order, COM. G.S. Set=, T-471,  31-109,
this Court has jurisdiction to review the instant
matter pursuant to the UAPA.. .
The defendant Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations
is an agency as defined in the UAPA. Sec. 4-166 (a).
Although the MERA  delineates appeal pr0cedure.s
pursuant to that act, these procedures co-exist
with the review available under the UAPA which
llprovides  a vehicle for judicial review as an alternativ
to pre-existing statutes." McDermott v. Comm'r.
of Children & Youth Services, 168 Conn. 435-441,
365  A.2d  103 (1979).  The review provided by the MERA
may be broader than that of the U@A "without offending
'the purpose of Sec. 4-189"  crepealing  those sections
of the Connecticut statutes which are inconsistent
with the UAPQ. McDermott at pp. M-441,  n.4@
Other courts have decided appeals from decisions '
of the Board pursuant to the UAPA. See, Local Union Noi
1522 International Ass'n.  of Firefighters u. Corm.  Stat
Boar o La or Relations,'<up'.  15, 379, A.2d  ;
517 (C P 1973) Local 1344,  Council No. 4, AFSCME
v. Co&..State koard: of Labor Relations, 50 Corm.  Supp;(
259, 99 A.2d  696 (C P. . 19’/5) . Th e appellant unions ti 1
both these cases were represented by--&e  counsel for
the plaintiff in the instant action.

(2) 'l'he plaintiff Local 1522 claims that not. all the .
employees named in the petition are white collar
workers. For the reasons set forth in this opinion,
the certification decision of the Board as to these
employees will not be disturbed.

(3) Included in the unit were  cafeteria employees. The
board determined that these workers could be included
in either a blue collar unit or a white collar unit,
and directed that they elect which unit  they wished
to be a part of. The election results placed the
cafeteria workers in the unit to be represented by NAME._

(4) On grounds not relevant to the issues before'.the court,
Local 1522  filed an objection to holding an election
on that date, and sought a'atay.  The Board denied the
stay and with-held decision on the objection until a
hearing was held after the election, at which time the. .

I
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objections were overruled...

(.,5)  Interpretation of the federal counterpart to Connecticut's
labor relations statutes, the National Labor Relations
Act, 29 U.S.C.  Sec. y51 et se ssist  this court -
in interpreting state.1 See,'Conn.  State
Labor Relations Board v. COM. Yankee Greyhound Racinq,,Tnc., 115 COM. 625,  402 k2d 77'1  CI970).

(6)' The court adopts the position of the Board that the
instant.- l*carve-outw of employees differs substantia,lly

from those in multiplant situations, e. ., General
Motors Corp., 42 LRRM 1143 (LXRB  195#- afF!IX-

international  Association of Tool Cgftsmen v. Leedom
$6 F.2d 574 ( C C' 19' ) rt denied 364  Ur).
813, 81 S.Ct.  4;: 5 L%i. 2i04&  yT96;));  therefore,
bargaining history is not the sole criterion for unit
determination.

,-
Y/Y’ J ‘;
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